
①structingblock ciphers:typically, relies on an "iterated cipher"

Difficultto design! Never inventyour own crypto-use well-studied, standardized constructions and implementations!
We will look attwo classic designs:

on modern Intel processors,
- DES/3DES (Data Encryption standard) (developed atIBM) ~ With AES-NI),4 cycles/

round,-

AES (Advanced Encryption standard) 2801 [most widelyusedblock cipher, implemented in hardware in Intel processors

DES design uses 56-bitkeys (and 64-bitblocks

36-bit keys was a compromise between 40-bitkeys (NIST/NSA) and 64-bitkeys (cryptographers - notably Hellman)
↳ turned out to be insufficient

-

1997: DES challenge solved in 96 days (massive distributed effort)

- 1998: with dedicated hardware, DES can be broken in just 36 hours ->
notsecure enough!

-

2007:
using off-the-shelf FPGAs (10), can break DES in just12.8 days

-

anyone can now break DES!

↳ I-DES:apply DES twice (keys now (12-bits)

↳ meet-in-the-middle attack gives no advantage (though space usage is high)
↳ 3-DES: applyDES three times IBDES ((k,k,k,),x): =DESCKs, DEST(k2, DESCK,x()]

↳ 168-bitkeys
- standardized in 1998 after brute force attacks on DES shown to be feasible

AES (2002 - mostcommon block cipher in use today):
- 3DES is slow (3x slower than DES)
-

64-bit block size notideal (recall thatblock size determines adversary's advantage when block cipher used for encryption)
↑

also have 192-bit and 256-bitvariants

AES block cipher has 128-bitblocks (and 128-bit keys) (butblock size always 218)

↳ follows another classic design paradigm:iterated Even-Mansour (also called alternating key ciphers)

Even-Mansour block cipher: keys (k,,k2), inputX:

|kz ↓ k2
*dNF8-8 0*

****
Evaluation



#o(Even-Mansour): If it is modeled as a random permutation, then the Even-Mansour block cipher is secure (i.e., it is

a secure PRP).

The AES block cipher can be viewed as an iterated Even-Mansour cipher: key-size
↓

AES keyexpansion (keyschedule) AES-128: 10 rounds

=stosiie,-0-11-4y 3 AES-192:12 rounds

19 | AES-256: 14rounds

(block-size all 128 bits)

Permutations TAES and TAEs are fixed permutations and annotbe ideal permutations

↳>
↳

cannotwrite down random permutation over

Cannotappeal to securityof Even-Mansour for security
90,1310

↳ Butstill provides evidence thatthis design strategyis able (similar to DES and Luby-Rackoff]

AES round permutation: composed ofthree invertible operations thateach operate on a 128-bitblock

SubBytes: applyaedpermutationso socio-soltoeachredstain) suxtmons:cyclic shiftthe rows ofthe mat

(chosen
verycarefullyto resistattacks

128 bits arranged

- Istnow unchanged (πz)

in 4-by-4 grid of
- And now shifted leftby1 elements are polynomials over 6F(2)

bytes (90,138)
- 3rd now shifted leftbyG modulo the irreducible

-

4th row shifted leftby3 ↑ polynomial 48 +x4 +43+x+1

MixColumns: thematrixis interpreted as a 4-by-4 matrixover GF(18) and multiplied by
a fixed vertible matrix(also carefullychoses and hard-coded into the standard)

Observe:Everyoperation is invertible, so composition is also invertible
-

TAES: SubBytes;ShiftRows;MixColumns

TAES: SubBytes; ShiftRows No MixColumns for the last round done[ so AES decryption circuitbetter)resembles AES encryption

arityofAES:Brute-force attack:218
Best-known keyrecoveryattack: 216 time

-

only4xbetter than brute force!



Whatdoes 218-time look like?
-

Suppose we can try240 keys a second.

↳ 888 seconds to break
I
AES key 10years (110 million times larger than age of the universe!)

-

Total computing power on Earth (circa 2015)

↳ estimated to be up operations/second (currently, bitcoin mining computes
- 16hashes/second)

80
Let's saywe can do I operations/second

48
↳ still require 2 seconds to break AES 9 million years of compute

If we move to 256-bit keys, bestbrute force attack takes 22342 time (on AES-256)

In well-implemented systems, the cryptographyis notthe weak point - breaking the crypto requires new at
thegiamantanomputers

↳ Butside channels/bad implementations can compromise crypto


